
LITTLE MISS CASHEW HOBIUM YARNS  BY: ANNIEGURUMI

Little Miss Cashew measures about 12 cm top to bottom

I have a new niece! Her parents (our cousin) coined her nickname as she grew in dear mum’s 
belly: Little Miss Cashew. As her shape was similar to this delicious nut, which also happens to be 
my son (and my) favourite nut to eat. At the request for a cute cashew doll for their precious 
second daughter, I made this for little Brielle. Welcome to the world, we love you!

This pattern is sponsored and in collaboration with Hobium Yarns. The best way to support is to 
download this pattern directly from their website so that we can bring more 
patterns like this to you. :) Please do not alter, use images or claim this 
pattern as your own. Copyright © anniegurumi 2020. For requests to use 
this copyright-protected work in any matter, email: 
asst.anniegurumi@gmail.com

Please be sure to tag me on social media (@anniegurumi) and Hobium 
Yarns (@hobiumyarns). Please use #anniegurumi so I can see your 
cashew. Thank you for enjoying my pattern.
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Like this 
pattern?
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OTHER ONES HERE:
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click here
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Skill Level: Intermediate

Materials:  
La Mia Pastel Cotton Yarn, Beige- L051 (1 ball) 
Kartopu Organica Yarn, Pink - K257 (small amount for cheeks) 
Kartopu Organica Yarn, Red - K1124 (small amount for ribbon) 
Embroidery Thread, Black (small amount for eyes)

Crochet Hook 3.25mm, 2.25mm 
Tapestry Needle  
Stuffing

Stitches: (US Crochet Terms)

MR: magic ring  
ch: chain  
sc: single crochet 
inc: increase (2sc in one st) 
dec: decrease (I prefer invisible decrease) 
st: stitches 
FO: fasten off 

Cashew: worked in the round 
Using a 3.25mm hook and Beige 
Yarn:

R1: 6sc in MR (6)

R2: inc around (12)

R3: (sc, inc) repeat 6x (18)

R4: (sc 2, inc) repeat 6x (24) 

R5: (sc 3, inc) repeat 6x (30)

R6: (sc 4, inc) repeat 6x (36)

R7: (sc 5, inc) repeat 6x (42)

R8: (sc 6, inc) repeat 6x (48)

R9-12: sc around

R13: (dec) 6x, sc remaining st (42)

R14-15: sc around

R16: (dec) 5x, sc remaining st (37)

R17: sc around)
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Cheeks: worked in the round (2) 
Using a 2.25mm hook and Pink Yarn:

R1: 6sc in MR (6)

R2: inc around (12)

FO, leaving long tail. 

Ribbon: worked in rows  
Using a 2.25mm hook and Red Yarn:

ch 11 and sc in second ch from hook and across (10)

R-1-4: ch 1, sc in every st (10)

FO, leaving extra long tail. Weave the tail to the 
middle of the rectangle, wrap around the centre to 
create a bow.
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R18: (dec) 4x, sc remaining st (32)

R19: (dec) 3x, sc remaining st (29)

R20: (dec) 2x, sc remaining st (27)

R21: (inc) 2x, sc remaining st (29)

R22: (inc) 3x, sc remaining st (32)

R23: sc around

R24: (inc) 4x, sc remaining st (37)

R25: (inc) 5x, sc remaining st (42)

R26: (inc) 6x, sc remaining st (48)

R27: (6sc, dec) repeat 6x (42)

R28: (sc 5, dec) repeat 6x (36)

R29: (sc 4, dec) repeat 6x (30)

R30: (sc 3, dec) repeat 6x (24)

R31: (sc 2, dec) repeat 6x (18) 
stuff firmly

R32: (sc, dec) repeat 6x (12)

R33: dec around (6)

FO, weave in all ends.

There she is:  Little Miss Cashew. The sweetest little nut you will ever meet. You could insert a 
rattle to make it extra special for little hands. Thank you to Hobium Yarns, who has wonderful 
world wide shipping and the most lovely yarns. 

Feel free to sell the final product in small quantities but please include the following in your listing:

“Little Miss Cashew Pattern designed by © anniegurumi. http://anniegurumi.com”

Don’t forget to tag me on social media (@anniegurumi) and use #anniegurumi so I can see your 

cashew. :) Find more patterns here: Etsy , Love Crochet and of course FREE patterns 
at Hobium Yarns Blog. 
Thank you again from the bottom of my heart. <3
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Assembly:

Using black embroidery thread, create sleepy eyes 
and eyelashes near R8-9 on both sides of cashew 
body. Use the picture as a reference.

Sew the cheeks on R6-8 just outside the eyes.

Sew the ribbon above one of the eyes at an angle.
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